RLJC Meeting Agenda (02/03/20)

Call to Order

A. Meeting called to order at 3:09PM

Roll Call

A. Bryan Gomez
   a. Present

B. Santiago Arias
   a. Present

C. Elias Castilla Marquez
   a. Present

D. Jocelyn Correa
   a. Present

E. Rose Ingraham
   a. Present

Quorum?

A. Yes

Approval of last meetings Minutes from January 27th, 2019

A. Yes

Old Business

A. SA3621 - Microwaves in CBC Appropriation
   a. Santiago moves to send Appropriation back to author. Elias seconds.

New Business

A. SA3622 – CASE Event
   a. Passed; 5-0.

B. SA3624 – Feminine Hygiene Appropriation
a. Amended to clarify funding will come from Legislative Line-Item; Amended amount to $300 at the request of the author.

b. Passed; 5-0.

C. SR3620 – Mental Health Resolution
   a. POP at 3:29PM for Elias
   b. Amended to change verbiage from “shall” to “should.”
   c. Passed; 5-0.

D. SR3621 – Microwaves in CBC Resolution
   a. Several comments made on striking leftover clauses.
   b. Passed; 5-0.

E. SA3623 – New American Experience Appropriation
   a. Passed 5-0.

Announcements

Non-mandatory committee meeting tomorrow to pass judicial reform bill. Meeting is scheduled from 4:30PM-6:30PM

Adjourned

A. Adjourned 3:55PM.